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REFLECTIONS is a non-profit making arts project which  

believes that art can provide a suitable forum for like-minded  

individuals to share their ideas in a positive environment.  

Now, perhaps more than ever, there is a need for goodwill  

between people, irrespective of their background, social  

position or standing. The purpose of 'Reflections', therefore,  

is to promote this aim rather than be a platform for  

self-interested personalities. 

 

Poetry and/or photographs should be sent to: 

 

REFLECTIONS,  

PO. BOX 178,  

SUNDERLAND.  

SRI 1DU 
 

Alternatively email to reflections1@fastmail.fm 

 

Work can only be returned if it is accompanied by an S.A.E.  

and no payment can be made for work published.  

Contributors should indicate how they wish published  

material to be attributed. 

 

'Reflections' makes no claim to the copyright of any material 

published. 

'Reflections' is published four times a year. 

 

Subscriptions: 

cheque or postal order (sterling), payable to 'Reflections' 

 

UK:        £1.10 + 40p p&p (£1.50 per issue) or £6 sterling annually  

Europe: £1.10 + 90p p&p (£2.00 per issue) or £8 sterling annually  

Other:   £1.10 + £1.65 p&p (£2.75 per issue) or £11 sterling annually 
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Aquarian  Age 
 

The Aquarian Movement hailed ‘Brave New Age’,  

Sorely needs wisdom from a Self Realised Sage. 

Permissiveness in every possible form,  

Many times beyond the accepted norm,  

Has led to decadence and collective shame,  

A dark stain on Albion's sacred name. 

 

If we’re not more careful then tomorrow,  

We may suffer Sodom's fate as did Gomorrah. 

Maybe in good time such a Sage will come,  

And the New Age will surely then be One;  

A blessed Utopia of peace on Earth,  

New Age will then become New Birth!  

 

So let’s move to a much higher stage  

of this much heralded Aquarian Age;  

Men and women joined in joy and love,  

Return to worship the Great Power above. 

They search within for their true Selves to find,  

Fatigued by flippant frolics of fickle mind. 

 

Aquarius fetches fresh water in his cup,  

Brings forth Real Truth to lift man up. 

That he’s yet to come causes sad regret,  

But soon, if in God’s Love we don’t forget,  

He’ll come to usher in a true New Age,  

And humanity shall turn a golden page. 

 

 
 

ALAN  JACOBS 
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Love’s Prophecy 
 

When angels, saints and guiding powers,  

High influences of every kind,  

Blend naturally with human mind,  

Heaven and Earth are one and ours. 

 

No more the lower and the higher  

But whole in understanding’s birth  

And so at one with Heaven and Earth,  

We are ourselves the solar fire. 

 

No more do angels sing afar  

But in our hearts with single bliss,  

In spiritual metamorphosis  

One with us on this bright Star. 

 

Now the broken realms are healed  

And human nature is Christ’s bride. 

Love’s prophecy had never lied. 

The cycle of the past is sealed. 

 

Rejoice, for all we here proclaim  

To human consciousness shall come: 

Love shall be the eternal sum; 

Humanity its living flame. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

AMORATA 
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Cornerstone 
 

We will build a new church my love  

Decorate it in death  

The death of the old 

And utter on the pulpit  

Only the new 

Only the fresh  

Only young words 

Of freedom   

And tranquillity 

From the clamour of lies. 

 

Our congregation  will sing  

Songs of their own choosing  

From their own souls  

A chorus of harmony  

As the vibrations unite with God. 

 

 You will stand by my side   

And I will hold your hand  

And our love will be the promised land  

No physical restrictions -  

No restraint at all  

As the energy surges from the mass 

Into the atmosphere  

And the climax extends  

Almost painfully  

Into paradise. 

 
 

 

JIM  SINCLAIR 
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Fresh Fronds 
  

Sun-shimmering 

Feathery frond Spring 

In your newness of greenery, 

You play a delicate tune 

With your freshly stretching shoots 

And your age-old joy in life. 

 

Like a beacon you inspire hope 

And promise prompt renewal, 

Untiring through the ages. 

We, too, desire your freshness 

To push forth new shoots 

And glisten with the future’s gifts. 

 

Broad sunlit vistas open: 

Life is not frozen in one pattern, 

But new awakenings are possible, 

New corners are there to turn 

As bird-calls invite, fronds wave, 

And ancient energy wells up. 

 

 

 
ANNE  SANDERSON 
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Carrying  You 
 

There is an eternity in that hand  

when your fingers wrap around  

the shakier experience of mine. 

 

You feed, stop, smile, and look  

so new into the old corrupt world. 

 

You look into our eyes and just  

register above the moon of food. 

Your mother’s breast glides you  

punch-drunk through the waves  

of her nourishing milk-ocean. 

 

The feast strengthens, empowers,  

the great quench ennobles us all. 

 

We are your parents, the well  

that nourishes you, you disarm us. 

 

We look at those small moments,  

a mosaic-microcosm of you,  

and we relish the tiny achievements. 

 

Each step of development, we go  

with you in awe of the wondrous,  

of the greatest goal, of the banal. 

 

And our prize is your smile,  

the scent of your wisp of hair,  

the touch from the minute  
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in those hands already creased,  

folded for the toil ahead of you. 

 

Our burden is to lessen the load  

on your soft back. 

We carry you happily  

in the embrace of hope. 

 

I paint with you in my arms. 

I paint the future and carry you with me. 

 
 

VINCENT  BERQUEZ 

 

 

 

I Hear  New  Footsteps  In  The  Universe  
 

I hear new footsteps in the universe  

Softly like leaves falling on the ground. 

Listen oh listen  

They are changing the places of things. 

While we jabber and fly about like monkeys  

Our greater selves proceed as to the manner born  

In an order of greater transparency and gentler by far. 

Softly they tread so as not to disturb us. 

And indeed it is only their feet fall above us that we notice. 

Softly everything is being taken care of  

Being made ready for our greater coming 

 

 
 

MARY  CRAIG  GARDNER 
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The  Birth  Of  The  New  Tribe 
 

And yet we are more, so much more,  

speaking with voices  

that cannot be heard  

above the all-consuming waves  

of dumb derision  

that descend  

in bleak cascades of decay  

from the Old and the Cold  

who refuse to pass away. 

 

And yet we are more... 

a glittering confusion of ephemeral gold  

that cannot be perceived  

by those who do not wish to see;  

and yet, we would wish to appear,  

to make this so much more  

and so much more clear. 

 

But we must be silent now,  

hold our whispers and wait  

for those who would breathe  

the salt air of these islands;  

we must sew our lips together  

and cast out our nets  

for those who drift near. 

 

The sea is our friend,  

her heartbeat the same in us all;  

she brings together  

those who are drifting and lost,  
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those who are storm-tossed,  

those who speak in a soft voice  

and cannot be understood. 

 

 
DEE  SUNSHINE 

 

 

 

 

Adhi-daiva-vidya *  
 

There can be nothing new, my friend, in store  

The mightful Lord has made it all before!  

Everything was perfect that he made;  

Everything was skilfully designed;  

E’en self-adjusting - not by laws confined. 

Yet man with mathematics has decreed  

That, of some laws, the universe has need,  

Thus formulating theories to impress,  

Devising bold equations which digress;  

Equations whose terms are left in disarray,  

For all is moving with no pattern set. 

It is but detritus man discovers still  

Abandoned, remote, upon some distant shore,  

While the heavens change, revolving much at will. 

Thus there is nothing new, my friend, in store, 

The mightful Lord has made it all before. 

 

*Sanskrit for ''Science of the Heavens''  

 
 

ROBERT  GOSLIN  
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Altering  Course 
 

Without reason you believed  

I had blindly set my soul  

In ways not mine - You were deceived -  

I moved towards a goal,  

And saw the path and kept it well,  

But then a bolt of thunder fell,  

For which no foresight could prepare -  

And path and goal are no more there. 

 

Let me search the shadows first,  

Shut myself apart a space,  

And then from pathways proved accursed  

Rise and turn my face. 

Grant me time to gather force,  

Meditate and fix my course,  

Add then at length upon a day  

Of clarity, resume my way. 

 

Wait with faith. From where we are,  

Neither you nor I can see  

Ahead into the dimness far. 

What can you know of me,  

Who of myself know nothing still,  

Except that I possess the will  

To study my own heart and go  

Inwards, always, till I know. 

 

When dark rainclouds suddenly glide  

Into blue skies, we can make  
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A Just prediction from which side  

The coming storm will break. 

But when from all points winds blow high  

And crisscross in a starless sky,  

We must wait out the hours of night,  

Sails furled, until the morning light. 

 

 
ANN  KEITH 

 

 

 

 

 

New  Age 
 

To express one love, 

Express it in a new way,  

Casting out old prejudge.  

Choosing more carefully the words you say. 

Make sure they don’t hurt,  

New age of understanding,  

Words between people that work,  

Understanding others’ belief,  

That truly love,  

Respect of fellow man. 

A given virtue from him above,  

Peace between peoples, yes we can. 

That truly love. 

 
 

B. G.  CLARKE 
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Argenteum  Astrum  
 

Over the black maelstrom of vapours  

Rise heralds of the new earth  

Announcing the beginning is near,  

While the moon smiles, as always!  

 

Through the deepening dark we gleam  

Yearning for each others arms,  

Fate will soon consume our fire -  

Igniting passions long forgotten. 

 

Our pure light speaks of beauty  

From the depths of amber hearts,  

Piercing the fickle senses  

With one invariable voice. 

 

Sparkling in the infinite blue,  

Filling the blackness with love,  

Oblivious to the chaos below,  

Resolute in the unending cause. 

 

Clear and bright above the debris,  

Creating wonder with our structure,  

Taking pleasure from the skin  

To a point without a centre. 

 

Beneath the unlimited ocean  

On the lonely edge of heaven,  

We two are bound together  

By an undying emotion. 
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Smouldering in the crimson morning  

We set the rose aflame -  

Fertilising the mundane,  

Flowing through the channels of time. 

 

The cogs of universal revolution  

Grind and click into place,  

The shuddering constellation  

Gives birth to the coming race. 

 

But we are not visible to all:  

Only for those with eyes to see  

And the will to become free. 

 
JIM  SINCLAIR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When  Hatred  Rules 
 

When hatred rules the nations  

of this new age,  

I choose without regret  

to be a refugee  

among the patriots. 

 
 

THOMAS  LAND 
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In Times To Come 
 

The stars that spangle across the night sky 

To rob the breath of upward gazing men 

Were wrapped in the dark velvet cloak of night 

And so the softly breathing Earth slept on. 

The silver light of the Mother of All 

Shone not upon the slopes of gentle hills 

To calm the lower passions of man; 

Nor did she glance across the hidden loch 

Or glint on the scales of darting fish 

As swift as thought within its mystic depths; 

Neither did she rise majestically 

To gaze upon her reflected splendour 

In the mirrored surface of a flat sea, 

Adding unto peace the blessing of Her light. 

It was that night as if the ground itself 

Had sprinkled been with sanctifying incense 

As the breeze as soft as love’s own caress 

Did waft the lily’s scent and jessamine. 

And all the paths that lead through thickest woods 

Were that night lit not by moon nor stars 

But by the inner lights of humble flowers 

That crowd the margins of the blesséd Way 

Sparkling as diamonds shine in candle-light. 

Even nightingale, singer in the night, 

Sent not forth his nocturnes to rend the heart, 

No magic melodies consoling all, 

Nor message from gods to weary man 

Who like Orion yearns for the coming Dawn. 

No, all was hushed; all was quiet and calm, 

No trouble there, no tumult, no turmoil: 
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Eternal Peace, like the wings of angels, 

Stretched out to cover all the sleeping Earth. 

 

It was not yet time for the princess Dawn 

To wake the fiery herald of Day. 

Not yet would the sky show the hallowed tints 

Of her soft peach and rose-radiant cheek; 

Nor the bright and primrosey radiances 

Which like sprites drunk on the waters of Life 

Ever skip and dance around her hem. 

Her spell of wakefulness had not been cast 

And so all the unknowing Earth slept on. 

The stone of the New Day had not risen 

From within the ocean’s unfathomed deep 

To dazzle the very heavens with light. 

The hour was not yet for the Mind of God 

To descend from his throne of Consciousness 

And decree the rebirth of a new world; 

The Sovereign King of all the Cosmos 

Had not yet gone forth through the eastern gate 

To bring His gift of light and life and love 

To the ‘wakening ones who greet the dawn 

And to priests who offer morning prayers 

To the Lord of the Lands of Eternal Day; 

And nor yet in the temple of glad heart 

Had the priestess sang her songs of Joyance 

‘Mid the many beauties of His rising. 

Nowhere had the gnosis of the New Day 

Been revealed by the hierophant of Truth 

For the new man to be was not yet born 

But lay still in the tomb of material life; 

And the lover of heavenly Beauty 
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Had not yet sat at the banquet table, 

Neither yet had the poet’s quickened thought 

Stirred the matter of his dreaming mind. 

The lark had not risen to the blue sky 

To pour on all the lovely song of day 

And turn the wayward minds of men to God, 

For the time of victory was not yet. 

 

And so in the pure embrace of sweet Earth 

Pilgrim slumbered amid the gentle hills 

And dreamed a pilgrim-dream of times to come 

For all in the shadowed below is change 

And nothing bright or dark endures for long. 

And he saw a sad and gloom-laden time 

Where man had learned all the ways of Evil. 

The air, thick with the clouds of lower thoughts, 

Billowed up like smoke from an oily fire; 

And red-eyed beasts of vice roamed through jungles 

Seeking out their victims in the grim night. 

War and dire conflict stained the sorry earth, 

And invading hordes went where’ere they wished. 

All was greed and fear and uncertainty. 

Hard with hate the heart of everyman 

And matter-blind his dull and lifeless eyes. 

The flowery way had then all but gone, 

Few were the hymns composed to greet the golden dawn, 

Or lark-minded poets to sing their songs 

Of Light and Beauty, Purity and Love. 

 

And the mother of earth, in whose arms he slept, 

Wept with him the saddest of all sad tears. 

And from their blended minds a prayer did rise 

To beseech the gods and plead the case of man. 
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“O thou gods of balance and compensation 

Pity man for he is easily led. 

O thou Lords of Life be compassionate 

For men are weak and stumble on the Way. 

O Kwan-yin, Mother of Perfect Mercy, 

Turn away this evil that destroyeth man.” 

And so the two sent forth their humble prayer 

And planted with their thought their seeds of hope 

That when the times to come were critical 

Then man would choose the Good and make all well. 

 
PAT  KELLY 

 

 

An  Affirmation 
 

Great Spirit that is all we are  

Whose myriad names contain  

The recognition of our oneness  

And the continuation of our will  

To live in love  

Here, as in the beyond. 

 

We are forever sustained  

And healed of the illusion  

Of separation and isolation  

And the dull agonies of confusion  

For ours is the perfection of light  

For always and for always  

And so must it be. 

 
 

DEE  SUNSHINE 
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The  New  World 
 

We are moving to the rhythm  

Of a great New age:  

We must write a higher story  

On Life’s fresh page;  

We must travel in true balance  

At the soul’s own pace  

To a finer destination  

Of the human race. 

 

There is love and there is laughter  

As we feel our way,  

Our hearts and minds are merry 

As the First of May, 

Our spirits breathe like children 

On a Christmas Eve, 

Excited by the bounty  

They will soon receive. 

 

For here at World’s beginning,  

Empty of the past  

Where the shades of limitation  

Are forever cast  

And the mist upon our senses  

Is vanquished by the sun,  

It is within our very Selves  

A New World is begun. 
 

 

 

 

AMORATA 
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